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onverged to that of the \Brownian Bridge" B(t), a mean-zero Gaussian stohasti proess on theunit interval that we will onstrut below, and hene that for any ontinuous CDF F (�), �n(t)onverges in distribution to B(t) and pnDn to sup0<t<1 jB(t)j.For 0 < s < t < 1 the random vetor Y = (Y1; Y2; Y3) with Y1 = nGn(s), Y2 = n�Gn(t)�Gn(s)�,and Y3 = n�1 � Gn(t)� has the multinomial distribution Y � MN(n; p) with probabilities p1 = s,p2 = (t � s), and p3 = (1 � t), so V(Y1) = ns(1 � s), Cov(Ys; Y2) = �ns(t � s), and �(t) hasovarianeE�s�t = 1nCov(Y1; Y1 + Y2) = s(1� s)� s(t� s) = s(1� t); 0 < s < t < 1or, for any 0 < s; t < 1, E�s�t = (s ^ t)(1� s _ t) = s ^ t� st. Now we onsider the properties ofa mean-zero Gaussian proess with that ovariane.2 The Brownian BridgeThe Brownian Bridge is a stohasti proess Bt de�ned on the unit interval [0; 1℄ and haraterizedin any of the following ways:� A ontinuous-path Gaussian proess with mean zero and ovariane (s; t) = EBsBt given by(s; t) := s ^ t� st (3a)� A Di�usion with initial value B0 = 0, drift at(x) = �x1�t , and di�usion rate b2t (x) = 1;� A proess related to Brownian Motion W (t) on R+ by the relationsBt = (1� t)W� t1� t� Ws = (1 + s)B� s1 + s� (3b)� A proess related to Brownian Motion W (t) on [0; 1℄ by the relationBt =W (t)� tW (1)� A proess related to Brownian Motion W (t) on [0; 1℄ by the relationBt �W (t) jW (1) = 0: (3)We will onstrut it quite expliitly in Setion (3.1) below, so for now we an view these as heuristiand see where Eqn (3a) leads us.Denote by H0 the real Hilbert spae of all square-integrable real-valued Borel funtions on theunit interval, with inner produt hf; gi0 :=Z f(t)g(t) dt (4)(where this and all similar unlabeled integrals below are taken over the unit interval [0; 1℄) andnorm jf j0 :=hf; fi1=20 :2



All ontinuous funtions on the ompat set [0; 1℄ are bounded and so are in H0, and the spaeC1 of smooth ompatly-supported funtions � : (0; 1) ! R is dense in H0 (so is the larger spaeC([0; 1℄) of ontinuous funtions, of ourse).Let t B(t) be a \Brownian Bridge", a normally-distributed random element of C([0; 1℄) withmean EB(t) = 0 and ovariane EB(s)B(t) = (s; t) of Eqn (3a). We are now going to de�ne a\generalized random proess" or \random �eld" based on B, a linear transformation that takeselements � 2 C1 into the Gaussian random variablesB[�℄ :=Z �(t)B(t)dt = h�; Bi0 (5)by integrating against the Brownian Bridge B(t). These eah have mean zero, and ovariane whihwe will denote by h�;  i�1 :=EB[�℄B[ ℄ = ZZ �(s)(s; t) (t) ds dt: (6)Let H�1 denote the Hilbert spae ompletion of C1 in the inner produt h�; �i�1, with normj�j�1 :=h�; �i1=2�1 :Evidently we may write the H�1 inner produt in the formh�;  i�1 =Z �(s)�Z (s; t) (t) dt� ds=h�; G i0; (7)where \G" denotes the linear operator given by
G (s) :=Z (s; t) (t) dt=Z s0 t(1� s) (t) dt+ Z 1s s(1� t) (t) dt: (8)It will prove useful to explore properties of the operator   G . First, note from Eqn (8) that forany  2 H0 the funtion g(s) := G (s) satis�es the Dirihlet boundary onditions g(0) = 0 andg(1) = 0. It is also ontinuous and di�erentiable (even if  wasn't), withg0(s) =s(1� s) (s)� Z s0 t (t) dt� s(1� s) (s) + Z 1s (1� t) (t) dt=� Z s0 t (t) dt+ Z 1s (1� t) (t) dtfor every s and, for any point s where  is ontinuous,g00(s) =� s (s)� (1� s) (s) = � (s): (9)An \eigenfuntion" for the operator G is a funtion  for whih there is some onstant � 2 C suhthat G (s) = � (s) for all s, similar to eigenvetors for matries. Sine h ;  i�1 = h ; G i0 =3



�h ;  i0 > 0, neessarily � > 0. Suh an eigenfuntion must satisfy  (0) = 0 and  (1) = 0,sine g = G does, and � 00 = � . The solutions to � 00 = � for � > 0 are all of the form (t) / sin(at + b) with a2 = 1=� and b 2 R arbitrary. For  (0) = 0 we need b = 0, while for (1) = 0 we need a 2 N�, and hene � = (n2�2)�1 for some n 2 N. The solutions with unit H0norm are:  n(t) :=p2 sin(n�t): (10)In fat, these form a omplete orthonormal system in H0: h n;  mi0 is zero if n 6= m and one ifn = m (so j nj0 = 1), and every element � 2 H0 has a unique onvergent expansion� =Xn2N an nwith oeÆients given by an = h�;  ni0 = Z �(t) n(t) dt;alled the Fourier sine series. To see this, start with the trig identities os(x� y) = os(x) os(y)�sin(x) sin(y) (whih follow easily from Euler's formula exp(i�) = os(�) + i sin(�)), we �nd that2 sin(x) sin(y) = fos(x� y)� os(x+ y)g and so for n;m 2 N,h n;  mi0 = Z 2 sin(n�t) sin(m�t) dt= Z fos[(n�m)�t℄� os[(n+m)�t℄g dt= 1 if n = m, and 0 if n 6= m:Now omes the fun part. If we expand eah of two elements �;  of H0 in their Fourier sineseries � =Xn2N an n  = Xm2N bm m;then multiply these and integrate, we see that both their inner produt and their normsh�;  i0 :=Z �(t) (t) dt=Xn2N Xm2N anbm Z  n(t) m(t) dt=Xn2N anbnj�j0 =h�; �i1=20 = (Xn2N janj2)1=2
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an be evaluated in terms of the Fourier oeÆients. Moreover, sine G n = (n2�2)�1 n,
G =Xm2N bmG m=Xm2N bm(m2�2)�1 mand so the H�1 inner produt (and ovariane) an also be omputed from the oeÆients, ash�;  i�1 =EB[�℄B[ ℄ (11)=h�; G i0=Xn2N(�2n2)�1anbn:3 Dirihlet Sobolev SpaesWe have seen two inner produts on spaes of funtions on the unit interval, eah expressible interms of the Fourier sine oeÆients:h�;  i0 = Z �(t) (t) dt =Xn2N anbnh�;  i�1 = ZZ �(s)(s; t) (t) ds dt =Xn2N(�2n2)�1anbnThis suggests a generalization:De�nition 1 (Sobolev Spae). For s 2 R, let Hs be the Hilbert-spae ompletion of C1 in theinner produt h�;  is =Xn2N(�2n2)sanbn (12)and norm j�js =h�; �i1=2s = (Xn2N(�2n2)sjanj2)1=2 ; (13)where an = h�;  ni0 = R �(t) n(t) dt and bm = h ;  mi0 = R  (t) m(t) dt.These are the \Dirihlet Sobolev spaes" of order s on the unit interval [0; 1℄. Roughly speaking,as we'll see below, they are the spaes of of s-times di�erentiable funtions on the interval thatvanish at the end-points. We also de�neH1 =\s2RHs H�1 =[s2RHs;5



eah of these is a omplete separable metri spae (a Fr�ehet spae, in fat), but neither is a Hilbertor Banah spae. The elements of H1, alled \test funtions", are C1 funtions that vanish toall orders at the boundary of [0; 1℄, while H�1 is a olletion of interesting objets alled (alas)\distributions" by the mathematial ommunity. We'll look at these more in Setion (3.2). For all�1 < s < t <1 the spaes are nested:C1 � H1 � Ht � Hs � H�1One an onstrut similar spaes with other boundary onditions, suh as Neumann �0(0) =�0(1) = 0 (where  n(x) / os(n�x) for n 2 Z+ = f0; 1; 2; :::g) or Periodi �(0) = �(1), or (themost widely studied) Free boundary onditions on all of R.3.1 Sobolev Representation of the Brownian BridgeIf a Brownian Bridge B(t) has ontinuous sample paths with mean zero and ovariane funtion(s; t), then its Fourier sine oeÆients�n = B[ n℄ = hB;  ni0 = Z B(t) n(t) dtwill be Gaussian random variables with mean zero and ovariane (see Eqn (6))E�m�n = h m;  ni�1= h m; G ni0= h m; 1�2n2 ni0= (�2n2)�1 if m = n, and 0 otherwise.Thus fZn := n��ng iid� No(0; 1) and we an reover B(t) as the L2-onvergent sumB(t) =Xn2N p2�nZn sin(n�t): (14a)We take this as our onstrutive de�nition of the Brownian Bridge (we'll verify path ontinuitybelow). The sample paths lie in Hs almost surely for eah s < 1=2, beauseEjBj2s =Xn2N(�2n2)s 2�2n2EZ2n (14b)= 2Xn2N(�2n2)(s�1)<1 for s < 1=2.By Eqns (14a, 14b) we may think of the Brownian Bridge t 7! B(t) as a random element of Hsfor any s < 1=2. Its (probability) distribution is the Borel measure P[B 2 A℄ for Borel sets A � Hs.By Eqn (11) we an also view B as the \unit Gaussian proess" on the Hilbert spae H�1, i.e.,a linear isomorphism B : H�1 ! L2(
;F ;P) from H�1 into a spae of square-integrable randomvariables with the property that inner produts are preserved:E�B[�℄ B[ ℄	 = h�;  i�16



Using Eqn (3b) we an onstrut the Wiener proess W (t) on all of R+ from B on [0; 1℄; we analso onstrut W (t) on [0; 1℄ in a manner similar to that above with mixed boundary onditionsg(0) = 0 = g0(1), leading toW (t) =Xn2N p2�(n� 1=2)Zn sin �(n� 1=2)�t�:3.1.1 Testing H0 : Xi iid� F (x)If fXjg iid� F (x) for a ontinuous CDF F (x) we've seen that the empirial CDFGn(u) for fUj := F (Xj)gsatis�es �n(t) := pn�Gn(t)� t� � B(t);approximately distributed as a Brownian Bridge for large n. On the other hand, if the fXjg areiid with some other ontinuous CDF ~F that is lose to F , write that CDF in the form~F (x) = F (x) + ��F (x)�=pnfor some small funtion � : [0; 1℄ ! R with �(0) = �(1) = 0. Under this alternate, the random fun-tion �n(t) is approximately distributed as a Gaussian proess with mean �(t) and with ovariane~(s; t) = [s+ �(s)=pn℄ ^ [t+ �(t)=pn℄� [s+ �(s)=pn℄[t+ �(t)=pn℄;= (s; t) +O(n�1=2)whih will be lose to the Brownian Bridge's (s; t) if � is small or n is large. For � 2 H1, theFourier sine oeÆients would then be distributed approximately as�j := h�n;  ji0 ind� No�aj; 1j2�2�where faj := h�;  ji0g are the oeÆients of �(t). For large sample size n, the likelihood ratioagainst H0 : Xi iid� F (x) on the basis of the �rst J oeÆients is then:�n = Yj�J ��2j22� �1=2 exp ��(�j)2(�j � aj)2=2	��2j22� �1=2 exp f�n(�j)2(�j)2=2g= exp8<:Xj�J(�2j2)��jaj � 12 jaj j2�9=;! expnh�n; �i1 � 12 j�j21o as J !1.Thus the Neyman-Pearson likelihood ratio test of H0 : fXig � F against H1 : fXig � ~F wouldrejet H0 for large values of h�n; �i1 = n�1=2Xj�n �0�F (Xj)�:
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3.2 More about Sobolev SpaesBeause  n(t) := p2 sin(n�t) satis�es  00n(t) = �(n2�2) n(t), the negative seond derivative �� of any funtion  2 C1 with Fourier oeÆients bn = h ;  ni0 is�� =Xn2N bn[�� n℄=Xn2N bn(n2�2) n;so by Eqn (12) the H1 inner produt of � 2 C1 with Fourier sine oeÆients fang with  ish�;  i1 =Xn2N(�2n2)1 anbn= h�; �� i0= �Z �(s)  00(s) ds; integrating by parts,= ��(s) 0(s)��10 + Z �0(s)  0(s) ds= h�0;  0i0: (15)Thus H1 onsists preisely of those ontinuous funtions that vanish at the boundary of [0; 1℄ whose�rst derivative is square-integrable. Similarly H2 onsists of funtions whose seond derivative isin H0 = L2 and, for all integers s > 0, Hs onsists of s-times di�erentiable funtions. For any�1 < s <1 an write h�;  is = h�; (��)s i0 (16)for the frational derivative operator (��)s given by(��)s�(s) =Xn2N(�2n2)sh�;  ni0 n(s):In partiular, for s = �1, we see thath�;  i�1 = h�; (��)�1 i0By Eqn (7) we already had h�;  i�1 = h�; G i0;so we now reognize
G (s) := Z (s; t) (t) dt= (��)�1 (s) (17)as the solution G = g to the equation (��)g =  , and G = (��)�1 is the inverse Laplaeoperator. More spei�ally, it is the Dirihlet inverse Laplaian that gives the solution g = G�8



of ��g = � that satis�es g(0) = g(1) = 0. Adding any linear funtion g(x) + a + bx would giveanother solution of ��g = � with di�erent BC.The operators (��) andG are ontinuous isomorphisms ofHs ontoHs�2 andHs+2, respetively,for every s 2 R. The funtion (s; t) is alled the Dirihlet \Green's funtion" for (��), a solutionwith Dirihlet boundary onditions to the formal equation ��g(s; t) = Æ(s� t) for the Dira deltafuntion (more on that below).3.2.1 DualityFor eah s > 0 there is a natural duality between Hs and H�s: elements of H�s may be viewed asontinuous linear funtionals on Hs, so H�s = H�s and Hs = H��s as Banah spaes. The pairingof a linear funtional � with oeÆients bn = �[ n℄ with an element � 2 Hs with oeÆients fangis given by h�; �i =Xn2N anbn=Xn2N(n2�2)san (n2�2)�sbn= h(��)s�; (��)�s�i0that satis�es jh�; �ij � j�jsj�j�s:Of ourse Hs, a Hilbert spae, is also self-dual in the sense that eah ontinuous linear funtional� is given by �[�℄ = h�;  is for some  2 Hs, with oeÆients fng. The onnetion is given byh�;  is =Xn2N(n2�2)sann =Xn2N anbn = h�; �i;so bn = (n2�2)sn and � = (��)s .3.2.2 ExamplesHere we look at some examples of funtions and distributions, and see in whih spaes Hs they lie.ConstantsThe onstant funtion �(s) � 1, for example, has oeÆientsan = Z �(t)p2 sin(n�t) dt= �p2n� os(n�t)��10= 2p2=n� for odd n, and 0 for even n
9



and so, by Eqn (13), squared Hs normj�j2s = Xodd n(�2n2)s 8�2n2= 8 Xodd n(n2�2)(s�1)<1 if and only if s < 1=2.The funtion �(t) � 1 is as smooth as possible, but doesn't vanish at t = 0 and t = 1 and so itwon't be in all of the fHsg. Every element  2 Hs with s > 1=2 must be ontinuous and satisfythose boundary onditions, beause thenj�j2s =Xn2N(n2�2)sjanj2 <1and so, by the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality (see Prop. (1) on p. 25),Xn2N janj =Xn2N �janj(n�)s�(n�)�s� (Xn2N janj2(n2�2)s)1=2(Xn2N(n2�2)�s)1=2� j�js ��s (1� 1=2s)�1=2 <1for s > 1=2. It follows that�(t) =Xn2N anp2 sin(n�t)onverges uniformly to a ontinuous funtion � whih, like eah sin(n�t), must vanish at t = 0 andt = 1.
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SplinesA spline is a pieewise-polynomial funtion of some spei�ed degree d, whose �rst (d � 1)derivatives are ontinuous at the \knots" (the boundaries of the intervals on whih the funtion haspolynomial form). They pop up a lot in Sobolev theory and funtion approximation. The simplestnon-trivial one would be a linear spline like the tent funtionh(t) = t ^ (1� t);a ontinuous funtion that rises linearly from zero to a maximum of h(12 ) = 1=4, then falls linearlyto h(1) = 0. Its Fourier oeÆients an = R h(t) n(t) dt vanish for even n (by symmetry) and forodd n are an = (�1)(n�1)=2p8=n2�2, so its squared Sobolev normjhj2s = 8 Xodd n(�2n2)s�2is �nite for s < 3=2| e.g., jhj1 = jh0j0 = 1. Every linear spline vanishing at the boundary is in Hsfor s < 3=2; every quadrati (or ubi) spline vanishing to order two (or three) at the boundary isin Hs for s < 5=2 (or s < 7=2), respetively, and so forth.The derivative h0 of a linear spline h is pieewise-onstant and orthogonal to the onstantfuntion 1, to ensure that the boundary ondition h(1) = 0 is met for the funtion h(t) = R t0 h0(x) dx.Similarly the dth derivative of a rank-d spline is pieewise-onstant and orthogonal to polynomialsof degree � d; in fat that is a suint haraterization of all splines on [0; 1℄ with Dirihletboundary onditions.Dira Delta FuntionsFor t� 2 (0; 1) the evaluation funtionalÆt� [�℄ := �(t�) (18)has oeÆients an = �n(t�) = hÆt� ;  ni0 = p2 sin(n�t�)that satisfy janj � p2 for all n, and henekÆt�k2s =Xn2N(�2n2)sjanj2� 2Xn2N(�2n2)s<1 for s < �1=2.This funtional, alled the \Dira delta distribution," is a well-de�ned objet in Hs for s < �1=2but is not a funtion like the elements of Hs for s � 0. By the same reasoning, every �nite measure� on [0; 1℄ is in Hs for s < �1=2| for example,k�k2�1 = h�; �i�1 = ZZ �(ds)(s; t)�(dt) � �([0; 1℄)2=4 <1:
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Derivatives of the Dira Delta FuntionFor t� 2 (0; 1) the derivative evaluation funtionalÆ0t� [�℄ := �0(t�)has oeÆients an = �0n(t�) = hÆ0t� ;  ni0 = n�p2 os(n�t�)that satisfy janj � n�p2 for all n, and henekÆ0t�k2s =Xn2N(�2n2)sjanj2� 2Xn2N(�2n2)(s+1)<1 for s < �3=2.This distribution is in Hs for s < �3=2 but is not even a measure (i.e., is not ontinuous as a linearfuntional on C([0; 1℄). In a similar way one an onstrut derivatives Æ(k)t� in Hs for s < �k � 1=2of all orders k 2 N or, similarly, derivatives of any funtion � or �nite measure �.Sobolev's LemmaFor integers k � 0 denote by Ck0 the linear spae of ontinuous funtions f(t) that vanish toorder k at the boundary t 2 f0; 1g, i.e., that satisfylimt#0 t�kjf(t)j = 0 and limt"1 (1� t)�kjf(t)j = 0For k = 0 the spae C00 onsists of all the ontinuous funtions that take the value f(0) = f(1) = 0,but to be in Ck0 for k > 0 both f(t) and f(1 � t) must be o(tk) at t = 0. What is the relation ofthese funtions, with k ontinuous derivatives, and Hk, whose kth derivative is in L2? Sobolev'sLemma gives the answer:Theorem 1 (Sobolev's Lemma). For eah integer k � 0 and number s > k + 1=2, the spae Ck0of k-times di�erentiable funtions � that vanish to order k at the boundary �[0; 1℄ and the Sobolevspaes satisfy Hs � Ck0 � Hkwith eah inlusion ontinuous.So, every element of Hs for s > 1=2 is a ontinuous funtion; every element of Hs for s > 3=2 isontinuously di�erentiable, and so on.Proof. First, to illustrate the idea, here's a simple proof of a weaker result, that H1 � C00 � H0.For f 2 C1o and t 2 [0; 1℄, f(t) = R t0 f 0(x) dx = hf 0; 1f0<x�tgi0, so the Cauhy-Shwarz inequalityEjXY j � kXk2kY k2 (see p. 25) gives:jf(t)j = ��� Z t0 f 0(x) dx��� � �Z 10 f 0(x)2 dx�1=2�Z 10 1f0<x�tg2 dx�1=2 = jf j1 jtj1=212



for every 0 < t < 1, and so supt jf(t)j � jf j1. Thus the embedding of C1 � H1 (with the H1norm) into C00 (in the sup norm) is ontinuous, and an be ontinuously extended to all of H1, andH1 � C00 as laimed.Conversely, eah element f 2 C00 is ontinuous on the ompat set [0; 1℄ and so is bounded thereby sup jf(t)j and Borel measurable, so f 2 H0 = L2 with norm jf j0 � sup jf(t)j so also C00 � H0.Proof. Now, using a little more Sobolev tehnology, we an show the stronger result that Hs � C00for any s > 12 . First alulate the Fourier oeÆients for the funtion 1fx�tg:n := h1fx�tg;  ni0 = Z t0 p2 sin(n�x) dx= p2[1� os(n�t)℄=n� sojnj2 � 8=n2�2:Now, express f 2 C1 � Hs for s > 12 and its derivative f 0 2 Hs�1 in Fourier formf(t) =Xn2N anp2 sin(n�t)f 0(t) =Xn2N bnp2 sin(n�t)with oeÆients fan = hf;  ni0g and fbn = hf 0;  ni0g satisfying1 > jf j2s =Xn2N(�2n2)sjanj2= jf 0j2(s�1) =Xn2N(�2n2)(s�1)jbnj2:For any 0 < t < 1, then, again by Cauhy-Shwarz and the duality of Setion (3.2.1),jf(t)j2 = ��hf 0; 1fx�tgi0��2= ���Xn2N bnn���2= ���Xn2N �bn(n�)s�1� � �n(n�)1�s����2� (Xn2N jbnj2(n2�2)s�1)(Xn2N[jnj2(n2�2)1�s)� jf 0j2(s�1) �Xn2N(8=n2�2)(n2�2)1�s= 8jf j2sXn2N(n2�2)�swhih is �nite for s > 12 , so for some �nite  we have sup jf(t)j � jf js.The extension from C00 to Ck0 is left to the reader.13



3.3 ExtensionsIn some sense the Dirihlet Sobolev spaes fHsg are built around the positive de�nite operator(��), the Dirihlet Laplaian on L2([0; 1℄), and its inverse operator G. Similar spaes and theoryan be built around other positive de�nite operators on other spaes L2(T ). For example, thenegative Laplaian on Rn with free boundary onditions is only semi-de�nite, but adding a positiveonstant m2 will make it positive de�nite and one an build Sobolev spaesHs = nh : Z (m2 + jxj2)sjĥ(x)j2 dx <1owhere ĥ is the Fourier transform of h; for positive integers s = k these will be funtions all of whosek-fold derivatives are in L2(Rd) or, for all s, those for whih (��+m2)s=2h 2 L2. For d = 1 theunit Gaussian proess on H�1 is the Ornstein-Uhlenbek (\OU") veloity proess, while in d > 1its a speial ase of the Mat�ern family.Another interesting hoie is the irle S1 (where instead of the Brownian Bridge we wouldonstrut period Brownian Motion) or the sphere Sd�1 in Rd (there might be appliations forthis in astronomy or geology or meteorology with d = 3) where again the Laplaian is only semi-de�nite (sine onstant funtions are harmoni, i.e., satisfy �h � 0), so again it's neessary to takem > 0 for (��+m2). In mathematis it's onventional to take m = 1; in quantum �eld theoryappliations, m denotes the mass of a partile (hene the notation).There is also a well-developed theory of Lp Sobolev spae for p 6= 2, with some appliationsin the theory of di�erential equations and some use in wavelets, but the L2 theory is simpler andmore useful.4 Reproduing Kernel Hilbert SpaesFor �xed 0 � s � 1 the funtion s(t) := (s; t) = (s ^ t)� stis ontinuous on [0; 1℄, and so is in H1 with oeÆientsan = Z s(t) n(t) dt = 1n2�2p2 sin(n�s)Expanding, we �nd the representation(s; t) =Xn2N 2n2�2 sin(n�s) sin(n�t): (19)For any � 2 H1 with oeÆients fbng,hs; �i1 =Xn2N(n2�2)1 1n2�2p2 sin(n�s)bn=Xn2N bn n(s)= �(s); 14



i.e., the H1 inner produt of s with any � 2 H1 is the evaluation funtional �(s)| inner produtswith s \reprodue" elements of H1. For this reason (�; �) is alled a reproduing kernel on H1,and H1 itself is alled a \reproduing kernel Hilbert spae" or \RKHS". This ould be seen moreeasily (but more abstratly) from Eqns (16, 17) by writing�(s) = G(��)�(s)= hs; (��)�i0= hs; �i1:De�nition 2 (RKHS). A Reproduing Kernel Hilbert Spae is a Hilbert spae H of funtions onsome set T along with a positive-de�nite funtion k : T � T ! C with the property that for eahs 2 T the funtion ks(t) := k(s; t) lies in H and satis�eshks; hi = h(s)for every h 2 H and s 2 T .Not every Hilbert spae of funtions an be a RKHS| evaluation at a point is a ontinuouslinear operator on any RKHS, but it isn't on, e.g., H0 = L2[0; 1℄. In any RKHS H the linear spanof fksg is dense in H. For any CONS fen(s)g on a RKHS the kernel an be written in the formk(s; t) =Xn2N en(s)en(t) (20)with the sum onverging at every point and also in the H
H Hilbert spae norm. In our Dirihletunit interval example one partiular CONS in H1 is given by en(t) = (n�)�1 n(t), leading to therepresentation of Eqn (19) for the Brownian Bridge ovariane.Every positive-de�nite funtion k(s; t) on any set T determines a RKHS H(k) of funtionson T and also determines a Gaussian stohasti proess Zs indexed by s 2 T with mean zeroand ovariane k(s; t). RKHSs are helpful in problems where interpolation is needed: one way toonstrut a funtion g : T ! C attaining spei�ed values g(si) = yi for �nite set f(si; yi)g � T �Cis to set g(s) =X �iksi(s) (21a)where f�ig is the vetor solution of the matrix equationyi =Xj k(si; sj)�j ; (21b)and this will be the element g 2 H(k) of minimum norm that satis�es g(si) = yi. It is also identialto the Bayesian posterior expetationg(s) = E[Z(s) j Z(si) = yi; i 2 I℄ (21)for the Gaussian Proess (\GP") model Z � GP(0; k) with mean zero and ovariane k(�; �) (non-zero means are easy to aommodate too).There are deep onnetions between splines, GPs, and RKHSs. See Wahba (1990, 2003) formore about this, or just Google RKHS to �nd lots of interesting referenes.15



5 Merer Kernels and Karhunen-Lo�eve ExpansionsMerer's Theorem (and a few variations) give onditions to guarantee that a ovariane funtionwill have a representation like Eqn (20); Karhunen and Lo�eve use that to �nd a representation forGaussian proesses similar to that of Eqn (14a).Theorem 2 (Merer). Let T be a ompat Hausdor� spae, let � : B(T )! R+ be a Borel measureon T , and let k : T � T ! R be a symmetri positive-de�nite ontinuous funtion on T . Thenthere exists an orthonormal set feng � L2(T ; d�) of ontinuous funtions on T and a summablesequene f�ng � R+ of positive numbers for whihk(s; t) =Xn2N �nen(s)en(t) (22)for every s; t 2 T . The sum onverges uniformly and absolutely.The funtions en(�) are in fat the eigenfuntions for the integral operator K : � 7! K[�℄ 2 L2given by K[�℄(s) = ZT k(s; t)�(t)�(dt)for s 2 T , � 2 L2, with positive eigenvalues f�ng whose sum isX �n = ZT k(t; t)�(dt) <1In the Brownian Bridge example above we had the ompat unit interval T = [0; 1℄ withLebesgue measure �(dx) = dx and ontinuous kernel k(s; t) = (s; t) = s ^ t� st, but here we seemany of the same ideas would work in more general settings.Further generalizations are possible| for example, k need not be ontinuous as long asZT k(s; s)�(ds) <1 and ZZT �T k2(s; t)�(ds)�(dt) <1;but then the eigenfuntions en(s) may not be ontinuous, and the onvergene of Eqn (22) may notbe uniform.Theorem 3 (Karhunen-Lo�eve). Let Xt be a square-integrable mean-zero stohasti proess indexedby a ompat Hausdor� spae T , let � : B(T ) ! R+ be a Borel measure on T , and suppose thatthe ovariane funtion k(s; t) = EXsXt is jointly ontinuous. Then there exists an orthonormalset feng � L2(T ; d�) of ontinuous funtions on T , a summable sequene f�ng � R+ of positivenumbers, and a olletion fZng of unorrelated random variables with mean zero and variane onesuh that Xt =Xn2Np�nZnen(s):The fZng are given by Zn = ZT Xten(t)�(dt);i.e., the inner produt Zn = hX; eni in L2(T ; d�). The sum onverges uniformly and absolutely. Inase the proess Xt is Gaussian, the fZng will be iid No(0; 1).16



6 Tightness & Compatness6.1 The Kolmogorov Continuity TheoremDe�nition 3 (H�older ontinuity). A funtion f : S ! Rd is H�older ontinuous with index � > 0on the set S � R if (9C <1)(8s; t 2 S) kf(s)� f(t)k � C js� tj�:A funtion with bounded ontinuous �rst derivative will be H�older ontinuous with index � = 1,and one whose �rst k derivatives are ontinuous and bounded will be H�older ontinuous of index� = k; this generalizes that idea of smoothness to frational degrees. Any H�older ontinuousfuntion is, in partiular, ontinuous.De�nition 4 (Version). A stohasti proess f ~Xtgt2T is alled a version or a modi�ation of aproess fXtgt2T if, for every t 2 T , P[ ~Xt = Xt℄ = 1.For ountable index sets T this is the same as P[(8t 2 T ) ~Xt = Xt℄ but not for unountableindex sets (give an example!).Theorem 4 (Kolmogorov Continuity Theorem). Let �; �;  > 0. If a d-dimensional stohastiproess Xt : [0; 1℄! L�(
;F ;P) satis�es the boundEkXs �Xtk� � jt� sj1+�uniformly for all s; t 2 [0; 1℄, then there exists a version ~Xt of Xt whose sample paths are H�olderontinuous of index  for every 0 <  < �=�.Proof. Take d = 1 (it's easy to extend to d > 1). Denote by
Qn := fj=2n : 0 � j � 2ngthe dyadi rationals of order n and by Q := [Qn their union, the dense set of all dyadi rationalsin the unit interval. For 0 <  < �=� Markov's inequality (Lemma 2 on p. 26) givesPh max1�j�2n ��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2n �� > 2�ni= P24 [1�j�2n ��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2N �� > 2�n35� 2nXj=1 Pn��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2N �� > 2�no� 2nXj=1 E��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2N ���.2��n� 2n2�n(1+�).2��n= 2�n(���):17



Sine this is summable in n, the Borel-Cantelli Lemma (lemma 1 on p. 26) asserts that outsidesome null set N there exists a random N <1 suh that for all n � Nmax1�j�2n ��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2n �� � 2�nBy looking at the maxiumum over the �nitely-many n < N , we an �nd a �nite random numberC <1 suh that max1�j�2n ��Xj=2n �X(j�1)=2n �� � C 2�nfor every n 2 N. Now let's show that, outside the null set N , the paths are -H�older ontinuous on
Q. For any s; t 2 Q let n = d(� log2 js� tj)e (where dxe denotes the least integer � x), so2�n � js� tj < 21�n:The sequene sk := maxfq 2 Qk : q � sg for k � n inreases monotonially to s and satis�es0 � (sk � sk�1) � 1=2k; indeed eah suh term is exatly zero or 1=2k, and only �nitely-many arenonzero beause s 2 Q. Similarly set tk := maxfq 2 Qk : q � tg for k � n. ThenXt �Xs =Xi>n(Xsi �Xsi�1) +Xi>n(Xti �Xti�1) + (Xsn �Xtn)where only �nitely-many terms in eah sum are non-zero. Also, jsn � tnj � js� tj+ 2�n � 3 � 2�n.Summing, jXt �Xsj �Xi>n jXsi �Xsi�1 j+Xi>n jXti �Xti�1 j+ jXsn �Xtn j� 2Xj>nC 2�j + 3C 2�n= C � 22 � 1 + 3� 2�n � C � 22 � 1 + 3� jt� sj :Now de�ne the modi�ation ~Xt to be zero on N , and elsewhere~Xt := limn!1fXqn : qn = max(Qn \ [0; t℄)g;well-de�ned and ontinuous sine Xt is uniformly ontinuous on Q.For � = 2 the Brownian Bridge satis�esEjBs �Btj2 = js� tj�1� js� tj� � js� tjwhih is bounded by js� tj1 but not by js� tj1+� for any � > 0. For � = 4 we do better, though,with EjBs �Btj4 � 3js� tj2proving that some version of Bs has H�older-ontinuous sample paths of any index  < 1=4. Asimilar argument shows for even integers � � 2 thatEjBs �Btj� = p�2�=2���+ 12 �jt� sj�=2[1� jt� sj℄�=2� jt� sj�=2; 18



so the paths are H�older ontinuous of any index < �=2 � 1� = 12 � 1�or, taking the supremum as � ! 1, of any index  < 12 . It turns out that this bound is sharp|paths are not ontinuous with index  � 12 and, in partiular, are not di�erentiable.6.2 Compatness in Sobolev SpaesThe normalized di�erene �n between the empirial and atual CDFs for n iid uniforms of Eqn (2)may be written �n = n� 12 Xi�n �1fUi�tg � t	= n� 12 Xi�n �i(t)where �i(t) = �1fUi�tg � t	 = (�t t < Ui1� t t > Uihas Fourier sine oeÆientsh�i;  ni0 = Z �i(t)p2 sin(n�t) dt= p2 os(n�Ui)=n�and hene squared Sobolev normk�ik2s =Xn2N(�2n2)s 2�2n2 os2(n�Ui)with expetation Ek�ik2s =Xn2N(�2n2)s�1:This is �nite for s < 12 , so also �n 2 Hs for s < 12 . By independene, for s < 12Ek�nk2s = 1nXi�n Ek�ik2s + 1nXi 6=j Eh�i; �jis=Xn2N(�2n2)s�119



uniformly in n. By Markov's inequality (Lemma 2, on p. 26), for any s < 12 and � > 0 we an �ndr <1 suh that for all n P�j�njs � r� � 1� �;i.e., suh that the ball Bs(r) of radius r in Hs has probability exeeding (1� �) for the distributionmeasure �n of eah �n. Although Bs(r) isn't ompat in Hs, it is ompat in Hs�1| hene f�ngis tight as a family of measures on any Hr for r < �12 (for example, H�1). This sequene ofprobability measures onverges to the distribution � for the Brownian Bridge, and the distributionof any ontinuous funtional of �n onverges as well.I'd like to build that into a Sobolev-based argument that the distribution ofpnDn = sup0�t�1 j�n(t)jonverges to that of sup0�t�1 jBtj, but it doesn't seem to quite work beause \sup" is only ontinuousas a funtional on Hs for s > 12 (try to prove that) but we've only shown �n 2 Hs for s < 12 . Close,but not quite good enough. Kolmogorov's riterion will still get tightness on C([0; 1℄) and sup isontinuous on that, proving that pnDn ) sup0�t�1 jBtj, but I'd still like to get a Sobolev argumentto work.7 Reeting on Brownian Bridge ExtremesWe motivated a study of Dirihlet Sobolev spaes in Setion (1) by looking at Donsker's Theoremand the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statisti. In this brief setion we derive a losed-form representationof the CDF for the statisti Dn of Eqn (1), based on representation Eqn (3) and a reetionargument. The approah relies on a feature of Brownian Motion (the \strong Markov property")that we will assert but not prove; ask me for details or referenes if you would like to look at thismore arefully.First let W (t) be a Wiener proess or Brownian Motion, and �x T > 0 and u > 0. Set�u := infft : W (t) � ug, the �rst time W (t) exeeds u. ThenP[ sup0�t�T W (t) � u℄ = P[�u � T ℄Conditionally on the event [�u � T ℄, we have W (�u) = u by path ontinuity and so, by the strongMarkov property, the Brownian path on the (random) time interval [�u; T ℄ is equally likely toinrease to W (T ) > u or derease to W (T ) < u. ThusP[ sup0�t�T W (t) � u℄ = 2P[�u � T \ W (T ) > u℄= 2P[W (T ) > u℄= 2�(�u=pT );sine neessarily �u < T if W (T ) > u and sine W (T ) � No(0; T ). This argument is alled the\reetion priniple," sine it relies on the idential distributions of [W (t)� u℄ and its \reetion"[u �W (t)℄ on the time interval [�u; T ℄. A onditional version of the same argument will help uswith the Brownian Bridge. 20



7.1 Distribution of the First Hitting TimeThe olletion of random variables f�ug themselves make up a stohasti proess, indexed by u � 0,with interesting properties. From the argument above, �u has CDFFu(t) = P[�u � t℄ = 2��� u t�1=2�1ft>0gand hene pdf fu(t) = 2��� u t�1=2��u12 t�3=2�1ft>0g= up2� t�3=2 e�u2=2t1ft>0g;rising from zero at t = 0 to a peak of u�2�27=2�e3℄1=2 at t = u2=3, then falling at rate fu(t) / t�3=2as t!1. Here's a plot for u = 1:
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.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Beause this dereases more slowly than t�2, �u has in�nite mean E�u = 1. This distribution isoften alled the inverse Gaussian, or sometimes the L�evy distribution, denoted iG(u) or Lv(u); itis a speial ase of the �-Stable family, the fully-skewed �-Stable with � = 12 . That an be veri�edby omputing its harateristi funtion:�u(!) = E�ei!�u�= up2� Z 10 t�3=2 ei!t�u2=2t dt= up2� Z 10 z�3=2u�3 ei!u2z�1=2z u2 dz= �1(!u2); where�1(!) = 1p2� Z 10 z�3=2 ei!z�1=2z dzdoes not depend on u. But also the sum of independent random variables �u � iG(u) and �v � iG(v)has distribution �u + �v � iG(u + v), beause Wt an only reah level u+ v by �rst reahing levelu and then rising an additional height v, so�u+v(!) = �1�!(u+ v)2� = �u(!)�v(!) = �1(!u2)�1(!v2);all solutions of this are of the form�1(!) = e�j!j1=2 21



for some  � 0. Evaluating the integral above shows that  = 1, so the inverse Gaussian has h.f.�u(!) = e�uj!j1=2 ;the h.f. of the fully-skewed �-Stable distribution: iG(u) = St(� = 1=2; � = 1;  = u; Æ = 0).7.2 Conditional ReetionNow let x 2 R and �x a small � > 0, and onsider the onditional probabilityP[ sup0�t�T W (t) � u j fjW (T )� xj < �g℄ = P[�u � T j fjW (T )� xj < �g℄This probability is one if x > u+ �; for x < u, and � < (u� x),= P[�u � T \ jW (T )� xj < �℄P[jW (T )� xj < �℄= P[�u � T \ jW (T )� 2u+ xj < �℄P[jW (T )� xj < �℄beause [W (t)� u℄ and [u�W (t)℄ have the same distribution on [�u; T ℄= P[jW (T )� 2u+ xj < �℄P[jW (T )� xj < �℄beause �u < T if W (T ) > 2u� x� � > u sine � < (u� x)= ��2u�x+�pT �� ��2u�x��pT ���x+�pT �� ��x��pT �! ��2u�xpT ��� xpT � as �! 0= � 1p2�T e�(2u�x)2=2T�� 1p2�T e�x2=2T��1= exp��(2u� x)2 + x22T �= exp��2u(u� x)T �Taking T = 1 and x = 0, we �nd for the Brownian Bridge thatP[ sup0�t�1Bt > u℄ = e�2u2and so P[ sup0�t�1 jBtj > u℄ � 2e�2u2 ;22



a strit upper bound with very small error for u � 0. To do better, we an use the reetionpriniple multiple times to try to �nd (with some informality about the notation)P[ sup0�t�1 jBtj > u℄ = P[�u � ��u ^ 1 jW (1) 2 0 + dx℄ + P[��u � �u ^ 1 jW (1) 2 0 + dx℄= 2P[�u � ��u ^ 1 j W (1) 2 0 + dx℄= 2P[�u � ��u ^ 1 \W (1) 2 0 + dx℄=P[W (1) 2 0 + dx℄where P[W (1) 2 0 + dx℄ = �(0) dxand, by reetion (draw piture),P[�u � ��u ^ 1 \W (1) 2 0 + dx℄ = P[W (1) 2 2u+ dx℄� P[W (1) 2 4u+ dx℄ + : : := �(2u) dx � �(4u) dx + :::;and so P[ sup0�t�1 jBtj > u℄ = 2 �(2u)� �(4u) + :::�(0)= 2 �e�2u2 � e�8u2 + � � � �= 2 1Xn=1(�1)n�1e�2n2u2 :In a bit more detail, An := �9 0 < t1 < � � � < tn < 1 : B(tj) = (�1)j�1u	 ;the probability that Bn rosses the endpoints of the interval [�u; u℄ at least n times starting with+u. By symmetry,P[ sup0�t�1 jBtj � u℄ = 2P[A1 \ �u < ��u℄and by symmetry, for all n 2 N,P[An \ �u < ��u℄ = P[An℄� P[An \ ��u < �u℄= P[An℄� P[An+1 \ �u < ��u℄:By indution, for eah n 2 N,1P[A1 \ �u < ��u℄ = P[A1℄� P[A2℄ + P[A3℄� :::+ (�1)n�1P[An \ �u < �u�1℄=Xn�1(�1)n�1P[An℄in the limit as n!1 sine P[An℄! 0. By reeting eah time W (t) hits �u,P[An℄ = lim�!0 P[jW1 � 2nuj < �℄P[jW1j < �℄ = e�2n2u2 :1Note: The sum onverges by Leibniz's test beause suessive terms derease in absolute value and alternate insign. It also onverges absolutely, beause P[An℄ = e�2n2u2 dereases faster than geometrially.23



A AppendixHere we ollet de�nitions and a few properties of some of the kinds of spaes needed above, andsome standard results from real and funtional analysis. For more details onsult any standard texton funtional analysis, suh as (Reed and Simon, 1980) or (Rudin, 1973). Classi soures for moredetails about distributions and test funtions are (Gel'fand and Vilenkin, 1964) and (Shwartz,1966).De�nition 5 (Hilbert Spae). A Hilbert Spae is a omplete separable normed linear vetor spaeH over either the real numbers R or the omplex numbers C whose norm is given by kxk = hx; xi1=2for an inner produt h�; �i : H�H ! C that satis�es for x; y 2 H and a; b 2 C:hy; xi = hx; yihx; xi � 0; with hx; xi = 0 , x = 0hax1 + bx2; yi = ahx1; yi+ bhx2; yiThe inner produt may be reovered from the norm from the \polarization identity"4hx; yi = kx+ yk2 � kx� yk2for real Hilbert spaes or, for omplex ones,= kx+ yk2 � kx� yk2 + ikx+ iyk2 � ikx� iyk2:This will be a valid inner produt (and hene the normed linear spae will atually be a Hilbertspae) if and only if the norm obeys the (Pythagorean!) parallelogram law,kx+ yk2 + kx� yk2 = 2�kxk2 + kyk2�(prove this!) Familiar examples inlude Rn and Cn, any L2 spae, and sequene spaes`2 = na : X janj2 <1owhere the sum may go over any ountable set like N or Z.Every Hilbert spae H admits a omplete orthonormal system (CONS), a ountable olletionfxng with the properties� hxm; xni = 0 if m 6= n, and 1 if n = m;� (8n)hx; xni = 0 if and only if x = 0;� Eah x 2 H admits a unique onvergent expansion x =P anxn with oeÆients an = hx; xni;� hx; yi =P an�bn if fang and fbng are the oeÆients orresponding to x and y, respetively.The basis fxng isn't uniquely determined, just as there are many di�erent possible bases for Rn or
Cn. In fat any linear independent olletion fyng an be turned into an orthonormal system bythe Gram-Shmidt proess, and extended if neessary to form a CONS.
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De�nition 6 (Banah Spae). A Banah Spae is a omplete separable normed linear vetor spaeB over either the real numbers R or the omplex numbers C whose norm satis�es the onditionskxk � 0; with kxk = 0 , x = 0kaxk = jaj kxkkx+ yk � kxk + kykEvery Hilbert spae is also a Banah spae; additional examples inlude the ontinuous funtionson any ompat set C(K) with kfk = supx2K jf(x)j and any Lp spae with 1 � p � 1. If B is aBanah spae then a \ontinuous linear funtional" on B is a linear mapping` :B ! Cthat is \ontinuous" in the sense that there exists some onstant  <1 for whihj`(x)j �  kxkfor every x 2 B. The smallest suh onstant  is the norm of `,k`k = inf f <1 : (8x 2 B) j`(x)j �  kxkg= sup06=x2B j`(x)j=kxk:The spae of all suh ontinuous linear funtionals is itself a Banah spae with this norm, alledthe \dual spae" to B and denoted by B�. Every Hilbert spae is \self-dual" in that H� = H, witheah ontinuous linear funtional given by the inner-produt with some element of H: `(x) = hx; y`ifor some y` 2 H (a result alled the Hilbert-spae \Reisz Representation Theorem" or the \Fr�ehet-Riesz Theorem"). The dual spae of the ontinuous funtions B = C(K) on a ompat set K isthe spae of �nite Borel measures on K, with linear funtionals `(f) = RK f(x)�`(dx) (a resultalso alled the \Riesz representation theorem," or the \Riesz-Markov-Kakutani representation the-orem"). The dual spae of any Lp spae is L�p = Lq, with onjugate exponent q = p=(p � 1) (so1p + 1q = 1); the spaes L1 and L1 are mutually dual as well.Proposition 1 (Cauhy Shwarz). Let H be a real Hilbert spae with inner produt hx; yi and normkxk = hx; xi1=2. Then for all x; y 2 H, jhx; yij � kxk kyk:Proof. Write x = kxkx� and y = kyky� for x� := x=kxk and y� := y=kyk, eah of norm one.From the positivity ofkx� + y�k2 = kx�k2 + 2hx�; y�i+ ky�k2 = 2h1 + hx�; y�ii andkx� � y�k2 = kx�k2 � 2hx�; y�i+ ky�k2 = 2�1� hx�; y�i�it follows that jhx�; y�ij � 1 and hene thatjhx; yij = kxk kyk jhx�; y�ij � kxk kyk:
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De�nition 7 (Some properties).� A metri spae X is omplete if every Cauhy sequene onverges| i.e., if fxng has theproperty that (8� > 0)(9N <1)(8n;m � N) d(xn; xm) < �then there exists x 2 X suh that xn ! x. The spaes Rn and Cn are omplete; the rationals
Q are not. Every funtion in X = L2([0; 1℄; dx) is also in L1([0; 1℄; dx), so X with distaned1(x; y) = kx � yk1 is a metri spae, but it is not omplete in that metri (although it isomplete in the metri d2(x; y) = kx� yk2).� A metri spae X is separable if it ontains a ountable dense set fxng, i.e., one for whih(8x 2 X )(8� > 0)(9n 2 N) 3 d(x; xn) < �The spaes Lp are separable for p <1 but not for p =1.Lemma 1 (Borel-Cantelli). Let fAng be events whose probabilities are summable,Xn2N P(An) <1:Then with probability one only �nitely-many fAng our, i.e.,Ph \n2N [m�nAmi = 0Proof. Denote by A := \n2N[m�nAm the event that in�nitely-many An our. By subadditivity,for any �nite n 2 N, P[A℄ � Ph [m�nAmi � Xm�nP[Am℄! 0as n!1, sine Pn2N P[An℄ <1.Lemma 2 (Markov's Inequality). Let Y be a random variable and a > 0 a positive onstant. ThenP[Y > a℄ � EY+awhere Y+ := 0 _ Y is the maximum of zero and Y .Proof. Let Z := a1fY�ag. Then Z � Y+, sine either Y � a in whih ase Z = a � Y+ or Y < ain whih ase Z = 0 � Y+. Hene aP[Y � a℄ = EZ � EY+:Dividing by a ompletes the proof. Note this implies thatP[X � a℄ � E�(X)�(a)for any random variable X, real number a, and nonnegative funtion � that is monotone non-dereasing on the interval [a;1). For example, P[X > a℄ � (�2 + �2)=a2 for any a > 0.26
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